Abstract: A procedure for estimating the number of simultaneously yielding stories N SYS in a shear-type building subjected to earthquakebase excitation (previously proposed and validated) is used here for estimating axial force demand in the columns of such structures. Axial force demand of a column is obtained by summing the vertical force transferred by the N SYS simultaneously yielding stories with a square root of sum of squares (SRSS) combination of the forces that could be transferred by the remaining stories above that column, considering their full yield capacity. Axial force in the columns due to the simultaneous story yielding caused by the incident velocity wave and overlapping of the incident and reflected velocity waves occurring at the top and bottom of the building are considered. Three categories of earthquakes, namely earthquake excitations having (1) a single dominant pulse, (2) multiple distinct pulses, and (3) no distinct pulses in their velocity record, are considered. Also presented are results from a parametric study conducted by varying column stiffness and strain hardening of the brace members. The procedures for estimating the number of simultaneously yielding stories and axial force demand proposed here were found to provide good estimates of the values developed during actual earthquake excitations, especially for the first two categories of earthquakes, with the estimated values generally being on the conservative side. The procedures were also found to work well for the range of column stiffness and strain hardening ratios considered in the parametric study.
Introduction
Consideration of full yield capacity of the ductile members at all floors of a building, with an assumption that they undergo yielding simultaneously, has been a common practice in calculating the axial force demand of columns, per capacity design principles (Bruneau et al. 2011) . While current design procedures [such as those prescribed by the AISC 341-10 (AISC 2010) Seismic Design Provisions 2010] consider simultaneous story yielding at all stories, studies have shown that, though this can occur for low-rise structures, it is not necessarily the case for mid-to high-rise structures (Redwood and Channagiri 1991; Tremblay and Robert 2001; Lacerte and Tremblay 2006; Richards 2009; Bruneau et al. 2011) . Hence, this practice overestimates axial force demand, which can, in the case of tall structures, result in large, uneconomical column sections. Nonlinear time history analysis using a large number of earthquakes can be conducted to establish axial force demand in columns of a given structure. However, such analysis is typically done after design, for verification purposes only, and is not a preferred design approach.
A number of researchers have conducted studies on axial force demand in columns and its estimation. Redwood and Channagiri (1991) proposed that the axial force in a column at a particular level could be obtained by adding the vertical component of the brace forces immediately above that story to the square root of sum of squares (SRSS) of vertical forces from all the other braces above that level. However, Tremblay and Robert (2001) showed that the application of this method yielded results similar to those obtained by the capacity design method at upper levels, but nonconservative results at lower levels of low-and mid-rise chevron-braced frames when compared with results from nonlinear time history analyses. Lacerte and Tremblay (2006) proposed a method that considered the forces in critical braces as 1.0 and 1.2 times the expected brace capacity in tension and compression, respectively, and brace forces in all the other floors as those obtained when brace buckling initiates in these stories (provided the resulting column axial force is not less than that obtained from the combination of expected brace capacity in tension and postbuckling residual compression strength in compression, over all stories). For eight-and twelve-story structures, this approach showed satisfactory results over the building height when compared with results from nonlinear time history analyses, but was conservative for the four-story structure considered. Richards (2009) investigated the demands on seismic columns of various types of braced frames, considering four different system strengths and three different structural heights. It was observed that the overstrength factor, Ω 0 , of 2 used in designing those frames was nonconservative in many cases but conservative at the base of tall structures, and that assuming simultaneous yielding over the entire height of tall buildings was overly conservative. These studies were empirical, relying on nonlinear time history analysis of a number of typical frames. While these studies have provided valuable insights regarding seismic demand in columns, a systematic and generalized way to estimate these column forces is desirable.
A different approach, investigated by the authors, considered the estimation of the number of simultaneously yielding stories, 1 Structural Engineer, Earthquake Engineering Research and Consultation Center, Kathmandu, Nepal (corresponding author). Email: lisashre4@ gmail.com N SYS , as the key to finding the axial force demand in columns. In order to develop a systematic procedure for estimating the number of simultaneously yielding stories and to use it to find axial force demand in columns of buildings subjected to ground excitation (other than by empirically analyzing a large number of archetype structures), and focusing on shear-type buildings initially for simplicity, three essential steps were envisioned: (1) a procedure had to be developed for estimating the number of simultaneously yielding stories in a simple shear building subjected to velocitypulse base excitation; (2) this procedure had to be adapted for shear buildings subjected to actual earthquake excitations, taking the perspective that earthquakes can be represented as a series of pulses, and; (3) a procedure had to be formulated to estimate the axial force demand in columns considering the force transferred from the simultaneously yielding stories and the other nonyielded stories above the column under consideration.
Accordingly, Shrestha and Bruneau (2017b) proposed a procedure to estimate the number of simultaneously yielding stories in a shear-type building subjected to full-sine velocity-pulse base excitation. Full-sine velocity-pulse base excitation was considered from the perspective that an earthquake can be represented by a series of such pulses. In that paper, concepts of wave propagation were used to find the number of simultaneously yielding stories. An estimation method was proposed, based on the observation that story yielding is dependent on the magnitude of the velocity wave propagating along the building height, and it was found to provide a good estimate of the actual N SYS values. In Shrestha and Bruneau (2017a) , the aforementioned estimation procedure was used to estimate the N SYS values in a shear building subjected to earthquakebase excitation by identifying and representing the main pulse of an earthquake velocity record responsible for causing the maximum number of stories to yield simultaneously by a full-sine pulse. Overall, the estimated N SYS values were satisfactorily close to the actual values, with the estimated values being on the conservative side. Note that wave propagation along the height of a building has been used previously for other purposes. For example, Hall et al. (1995) , Safak (1999) , Humar (2002) , Clough and Penzien (2003) , Krishnan and Muto (2012) used this approach to find or understand the response of structures to pulses and earthquakes; similarly, Snieder and Safak (2006) , Todorovska and Trifunac (2008a) , Todorovska and Trifunac (2008b) , Todorovska and Rahmani (2013) , and Ebrahimian and Todorovska (2014) used it for system identification and health monitoring purposes, although all of these studies assumed elastic structural response. This paper focuses on the third of the aforementioned steps. Using the procedure presented by Shrestha and Bruneau (2017a) to determine the number of simultaneously yielding stories due to an earthquake-base excitation, a procedure is proposed to estimate the axial force demands at various stories of shear-type frame structures. Although buckling-restrained braces (BRBs) are used in the analyses, for the analyses conducted, degrees of freedom are restrained so as to impose shear-type deformations to the frame.
The study conducted by the authors was to investigate if the code prescribed axial force to be considered in column design can be modified by relaxing the number of stories yielding simultaneously as it can become quite a conservative requirement in tall structures. The study presented here focused on initial steps towards establishing an estimation procedure that can eventually be used to reduce such specified seismic column force demands in codes and specifications. The estimation procedure proposed here is an approximate approach; however, the study showed that the proposed procedure could yield good estimates of the number of simultaneously yielding stories and axial force demand in columns for the earthquakes and structures considered, with the estimated values generally being on the conservative side. Further studies of the effectiveness of the proposed procedure using different types of structures and archetypes are foreseen in the future, but the information presented here provides the basis for such studies and can be improved upon by further research.
Analysis Parameters

Structural System
This study considered a forty-story shear-type structure. A buckling restrained brace frame was used, with degree of freedom restrained so as to enforce shear-type behavior. The BRB frame was designed such that the inelastic response is concentrated only in the braces; the beam and column members are designed to remain elastic. The beams and braces are connected to the columns through pin connections. The shear yield capacity, V p , of the brace at each floor of the BRB frame structure was chosen to be equal to the story shear capacity at the corresponding floor of the shear building model with varying story stiffness over building height (Structure-IV) used in Shrestha and Bruneau (2017a) . Note that the distribution of shear yield capacity over the height of that structure was based on the lateral force distribution prescribed by code (see Bruneau 2016, 2017b for definition). A response reduction factor R (the ratio of the maximum elastic shear force demand of a story to the shear yield capacity of that story) of 8 was selected for the strength of the base story. Note that in the analysis, to obtain R of 8 at the base, the ground motion was scaled up by 7.48 (for details on calculating the scale of the ground motion needed to obtain R of 8, see Shrestha and Bruneau 2016) . However, the force reduction factor will not necessarily be equal to 8 at the other stories. The ratio of lateral stiffness of column k col to lateral stiffness of brace k br at each story was chosen to be 0.25 for most of the analyses, but the value of that ratio was varied in some analyses to assess the sensitivity of the results to variations in that parameter.
Input Excitation
The study considered three categories of input earthquake excitations, namely: (1) earthquake excitations having a single dominant pulse in their velocity record (Category A), (2) earthquake excitations having multiple distinct pulses in their velocity record (Category B), and (3) earthquake excitations that do not have distinct pulses in their velocity record (i.e., non-pulse type earthquake velocity excitations; Category C). Six earthquakes were considered for each category, resulting in the 18 earthquakes shown in Table 1 . Since many of the earthquakes considered have large duration pulses, the structural response is affected by overlaps of the numerous reflected waves with long wavelengths generated at the boundaries of the structure. Thus, in addition to the analyses performed using the original ground motions, analyses were also carried out with a condensed time scale of the acceleration records to understand the effects of the incident wave and the overlaps of the incident and reflected waves that occur at the top and base of the structure. The condensed base excitations used by Shrestha and Bruneau (2017a) to obtain a 0.5t d ∶t H value equal to 0.4, where, t d denotes the duration of the main pulse of the velocity record, and t H denotes the time taken by the wave to travel through the height of the building, were also used here. Note that the extent over which the first half of a pulse spans over the height of a building is measured by the 0.5t d ∶t H ratio. If 0.5t d ∶t H is greater than 1, the first half of the pulse extends beyond the height of the building, and if it is less than 1, it spans over only some stories. Also note that, because the BRB frames considered here have different story stiffness than the shear building model (Structure-IV) used previously, the corresponding t H value (which depends on story stiffness value) will be different. Hence, 0.5t d ∶t H values will also be different than 0.4. The resulting 0.5t d ∶t H and t d ∶T n ratios for the BRB frames subjected to original and condensed time scale are shown in Table 2 . Here, T n denotes the time period of the frames.
OpenSees Model
This study used the OpenSees analysis software (version 2.4.3) for the numerical analyses of the BRB frames considered. The columns were modeled using elastic beam-column elements and the beams were modeled using elastic truss elements. The braces were modeled using truss elements that undergo inelastic deformation. A bilinear elastic-ideal-plastic model was used. In order to avoid numerical error, a strain hardening ratio r of 1% with a kinematic strain hardening hysteretic model was adopted (note that the effect of more significant values of strain hardening on response is investigated in a subsequent subsection). Rayleigh damping with viscous damping of 2% defined at the first and twenty-fourth modes was considered. In order to impose shear-building type behavior on the structure, the joints where the columns and beams meet were restrained against rotation and vertical translation, and the horizontal translation at the ends of the beam were constrained to be equal.
Estimating the Number of Simultaneously Yielding Stories in BRB Frames
Estimation Procedure
The procedure used here for estimating the number of simultaneously yielding stories in a BRB frame subjected to an earthquake excitation involves idealizing the main pulse of the velocity record Note: PGA = peak ground acceleration; PGV = peak ground velocity; and PGD = peak ground displacement.
of the earthquake with an equivalent full-sine pulse Bruneau 2016, 2017a) . To summarize, the steps required to find the number of simultaneously yielding stories are explained as follows: 1. Calculate the minimum magnitude of the velocity wave v y required to yield a story for all the stories of the frame. For the BRB frames considered here, if shear stiffness and shear yield capacity of the brace member at a particular story, with massm and height h, are denoted by k br and V p;br , respectively, the v y values of the stories can be calculated using Eq. (1) (see Bruneau 2016, 2017b) :
2. Find the candidates for the main pulse in the velocity record by finding the pulses in the velocity record corresponding to the N C peaks/troughs that have the largest amplitudes in their displacement record. Here, N C is the number of candidate pulses to be considered. There is a direct relationship between the velocity base excitation and the story forces Bruneau 2016, 2017b) . Hall et al. (1995) , Dicleli and Bruneau (1995) , and Krishnan and Muto (2012) have also indicated the importance of velocity ground excitation in the response of a structure. Hence, velocity records are considered when choosing the main pulse responsible for causing the maximum number of stories to yield simultaneously. 3. Once the v y values of all the stories and the candidate pulses are known, identify the main pulse of the velocity earthquake record by comparing the nw avg product for each candidate pulse. Here, n is the number of stories that have v y values lower than the amplitude of the first half of the pulse, and w avg is the average width of first half of the candidate velocity pulse below the highest v y value or the peak of the candidate velocity pulse, whichever is larger. To find the maximum number of simultaneously yielding stories, a pulse with magnitude higher than the v y values of most of the stories and a width that can span over the maximum number of stories of a building is required. Hence, consideration of the area of the portion of a pulse below the maximum v y values of the stories is more significant than the entire area of the pulse. The proposed procedure for identifying the main pulse of the velocity record is based on these criteria and is described in more detail in Bruneau (2016, 2017a) . 4. Idealize the main pulse of the velocity record with a full-sine pulse by (1) considering the time period of the idealized pulse to make it equal to that of the actual main pulse of the earthquake record, and (2) setting the amplitude of the idealized pulse equal to the average of the amplitude of the first and second halves of the main pulse of the actual record. The idea of representing ground motions either by equivalent pulses, series of equivalent pulses, or dominant pulses has been around for decades. Techniques for representing near-fault pulses vary, from the use of simple pulses like rectangular, triangular, and trigonometric (sine, cosine) functions [as considered in Hall et al. (1995) and Bruneau and Wang (1996a, b) , etc.] to more advanced techniques that use wavelet analysis [studied by Mavroeidis and Papageorgiou (2003) , Baker (2007) , and Vissiliou and Makris (2011) ]. Here, a simple approach was adopted, since the use of a simple full-sine pulse for idealizing this main pulse was observed in many instances to be sufficient for the intended purpose. Simple pulse models, such as the sinusoidal pulses used by Kalkan and Kunnath (2006) , the triangular wave trains used by Krishnan and Muto (2012) , and other similar simple pulses, have been reported adequate to satisfactorily capture the salient responses of structures. 5. Once the main pulse is idealized with a full-sine velocity pulse, find the estimated number of simultaneously yielding stories due to the incident wave, N SYS;Incident , by adopting the procedure proposed for full-sine velocity-pulse base excitation in Bruneau (2016, 2017b) . In that procedure, the equations derived for t C and t D curves, which define the predicted beginning and end of story yielding, are used to obtain the N SYS;Incident value. Two methods for estimating the number of simultaneously yielding stories caused by full-sine base excitations were proposed: (1) considering the actual shape of the base excitation, and (2) assuming the shape of the velocity pulse to be a rectangular pulse. In this study, the first approach has been adopted because it was shown to give better results; the second approach, while having the benefit of providing a closed-form solution, gives more conservative results. 6. To estimate the axial force demand in the columns at different floors of the building, both simultaneously yielding stories due to the incident wave and simultaneous story yielding due to the constructive overlaps of the velocity waves at the top and base of the building should be considered. For the sake of expediency, find the number of simultaneously yielding stories due to constructive overlaps of the velocity waves at the top (N SYS;Top ) and bottom (N SYS;Base ) of the building by considering it to be equal to the number of stories within the span of the overlap with v y values less than 2v g0 , where v g0 is the amplitude of the idealized main pulse of the earthquake velocity record Bruneau 2016, 2017a ).
Estimation Results
Condensed Time Scale Fig. 1 shows the time history of brace yielding and the number of simultaneously yielding stories obtained from the OpenSees analysis results and the estimation procedure for shear-type BRB frames subjected to some of the representative earthquake excitations with condensed acceleration time scale. The figure shows brace yielding in the positive and negative directions at various times throughout the response as observed from the OpenSees analysis results. Since short time intervals are considered here, the dots in the figure overlap and look like horizontal bars. Hence, the length of the bars corresponds to the duration of yielding. As the wave propagates, brace yielding progresses along the height. The t C and t D curves that represent the predicted beginning and end of brace yielding are also shown. The t C and t D curves adequately envelop the story yielding caused by the main pulse of the earthquake excitation. Time histories of the total number of simultaneously yielding stories (1) observed from the OpenSees analysis for the positive and negative yielding caused by the actual earthquake, and (2) To estimate the axial force demand in the columns, the maximum number of simultaneously yielding stories when the incident wave travels to the top of the building is considered and is denoted by MN SYS;Incident . The estimated number of simultaneously yielding stories due to the incident wave and due to overlapping of the waves-i.e., the MN SYS;Incident , N SYS;Top , and N SYS;Base valuesobtained for each of the ground motions considered are shown in Table 3 . The table shows the maximum number of simultaneously yielding stories obtained from the estimation procedure (i.e., maximum of MN SYS;Incident , N SYS;Top , and N SYS;Base ) and the actual values obtained from the OpenSees analysis results; for comparison, the table also shows the discrepancies between the two values, expressed as percentages. These discrepancies are shown for all the earthquake cases considered in order to provide insight into how the estimation procedure works for each of the earthquakes considered.
On average, for all the earthquakes, the discrepancy between the estimated and the actual N SYS value is 17.82%, as shown in Table 4 ; the predicted results are generally on the conservative side. The standard deviation for the discrepancy is 31.71%. Since the estimation procedure is not expected to work as accurately for Category C earthquakes as it did for Category A and B earthquakes, the table also shows the average and standard deviation of the discrepancy for the twelve earthquakes belonging to Categories A and B. The average discrepancy between the estimated and actual maximum N SYS for the first twelve earthquakes is 26.25%, with a standard deviation of 34.45%. When only Categories A and B earthquakes are considered, the average discrepancy is greater than when all three earthquake categories are considered. The greater discrepancy between the estimated and actual number of yielding stories for Categories A and B earthquakes occurs when a greater number of stories yield; this reflects the fact that the results are more sensitive to earthquakes having larger pulses, which is not unreasonable from the perspective of seismic inelastic response.
Original Time Scale
Results for the shear-type BRB frame subjected to the original (i.e., unmodified time scale) earthquakes are shown in Fig. 2 . Note that only representative earthquakes are shown in the figure; results for all the earthquakes are shown in Shrestha and Bruneau (2016) . The main pulse of most of the original earthquake excitations has long pulse duration in their velocity record. The 0.5t d ∶t H value for these 18 earthquakes varies between 0.08 and 11.68, with an average of 2.99 (see Table 2 ). The figures show that for most of the cases with 0.5t d ∶t H values larger than 1, the t C curve accurately indicates the beginning of the story yields, but the t D curve does not match well with the end of the story yields. The story yield durations observed, in general, are shorter than the estimated durations. This is due to the overlapping of the incident and reflected waves of the large duration velocity pulses. For example, in case of the WPI046 earthquake record, when the incident wave reaches the top of the building, only the first third of the half-sine velocity pulse spans over the building height (approximately). As the next third enters the building, the reflected velocity wave (with opposite sign) generated at the top of the building moves down, decreasing the drift caused by the incident wave. Thus, the actual yield duration is shorter than the duration obtained from the estimation procedure. The response of the building and hence the yield patterns, are the results of the overlaps of the incident wave and numerous reflected waves with large wavelength generated every time a wave hits the boundary of the structure. For some of the earthquake records, namely H-E04230, TCU068-N, YPT060, CNP196, and CYC285, actual story yielding occurs later than what was predicted by the t C curve. This is due to the smaller values (coordinates) of the main pulse of the actual velocity record compared to the idealized pulse at the beginning of the pulse, and also due to the decrease in the drift caused by the overlapping (combined effects) of the incident and numerous reflected waves of the long-duration main pulse. Overall, when the pulses had a 0.5t d ∶t H value larger than 1, the earthquakes caused simultaneous yielding over all of the stories; such simultaneous yielding over the entire height did not happen for the RO3090, CYC285, GGP100, and ORR021 earthquake records, which all had a 0.5t d ∶t H value less than 1. For most of the original earthquakes considered here, the 0.5t d ∶t H ratio was greater than 1, likely causing all the stories in the building to yield simultaneously. However, these earthquakes may not necessarily result in 0.5t d ∶t H greater than 1 for other structures; the 0.5t d ∶t H ratio may be greater than or less than 1, in other cases, depending on the properties of the building. For structures that have a 0.5t d ∶t H ratio less than 1, the estimation procedure will provide a more accurate estimation of N SYS value and axial force demand in the columns than estimations obtained from code procedures. Hence, to investigate the number of simultaneously yielding stories for structures that have a 0.5t d ∶t H ratio less than 1, another set of earthquakes was considered by reducing the time scale of the original earthquakes. Table 5 presents the estimated and actual number of simultaneously yielding stories, along with the discrepancy between the two values, obtained for shear-type BRB frames subjected to earthquakes with original time scale. On average, considering all eighteen earthquakes, the maximum estimated N SYS is 10.38% more than the actual value, with a standard deviation of 22.32% as shown in Table 6 . The average discrepancy between the estimated and actual maximum N SYS for the first twelve earthquakes (Categories A and B) is 2.65%, with a standard deviation of 13.32%. The average discrepancy is smaller when only earthquake Categories A and B are considered than when all three earthquake categories are considered. The earthquakes belonging to Categories A and B have long-duration pulses capable of producing yield over nearly the entire height of the structure; hence, the results saturate and the discrepancy attenuates.
Estimating Axial Force Demand in the Columns
Estimation Procedure
Once the number of simultaneous stories yielding due to the incident wave and overlapping at the top and base (i.e., MN SYS;Incident , N SYS;Top , and N SYS;Base values) are obtained, the axial force induced at a particular column is calculated individually for the three cases by considering the force transferred from the simultaneously yielding stories and the square root of sum of squares of the vertical force transferred by relevant braces considering their yield capacity. The estimated axial force demand (P Estimated ) in a particular column is given by the maximum value resulting from the three cases. The procedures for estimating the axial force demand for each of the three cases are explained below.
Axial Force Demand due to Simultaneous Yielding Caused by the Incident Wave
The axial force demand at a particular story of the building due to the incident wave, P Incident , can be obtained by developing a procedure to account for contributions to axial force coming from stories with braces that have yielded and from those with braces that have not yielded. The first part of this procedure consists of summing up the vertical force transferred to the column by the MN SYS;Incident stories that have yielded. The MN SYS;Incident simultaneously yielding stories are considered to consist of the column whose axial force demand is to be determined and MN SYS;Incident − 1 stories directly above it. The second part of that procedure consists of the vertical forces coming from the remaining braces above, that may or may not be close to yielding, but have not yielded. To account for this contribution, SRSS of the vertical force component of these braces' yield strength is added as a proposed approach. Fig. 3(a) illustrates schematically the range of stories for each part of this procedure to find the axial force demand in the column at the jth floor due to the simultaneous yielding of the stories caused by the incident wave and SRSS of the remaining stories above level j. Eq. (2) provides the corresponding expressions for calculating the axial force demand in the jth column for the incident wave case denoted by P Incident;j . Eq. (2a) is for the case when the column under consideration has more than or equal to MN SYS;Incident stories above it. The axial force demand in the column is due to the vertical force from the MN SYS;Incident simultaneously yielding stories, including the story under consideration and the remaining MN SYS;Incident − 1 directly above it, and SRSS of the vertical force (considering the full yield capacity) from the remaining (not yielding) stories above it. Eq. (2b) is for the case when the column under consideration has less than MN SYS;Incident stories above it. The axial force demand in the column, in this case, is due to the vertical force from simultaneously yielding stories, including the story under consideration, and the remaining stories directly above it 
where f y = yield stress for the steel material considered; A br;I = area of the brace at the ith floor; θ i = angle of inclination (with the horizontal) of the brace member at the ith story as shown in Fig. 3(b) ; and N = total number of stories in the building. Axial Force Demand due to Simultaneous Yielding Caused by Constructive Overlapping at the Top To consider the possibility that wave overlap at the top of the frame may govern the demand in a much lower story j, the vertical force transferred to the jth column from braces at the topmost N SYS;Top stories (i.e., the stories within the overlap region) are summed up. Then, the SRSS of the vertical forces corresponding to the yield strength of the braces for the story under consideration and rest of the stories above that story is added to the axial demand at story j. Fig. 3(b) schematically illustrates the range of stories for each part of this procedure and Eq. (3) provides the corresponding expression for finding the axial force demand in the column at the jth floor, denoted by P Top;j , for the case of overlapping of the waves at the top of the building. Eq. (3a) is for the case when the column under consideration has more than or equal to N SYS;Top stories above it. The axial force demand in the column is due to the vertical force from the N SYS;Top simultaneously yielding stories at the top of the building, and SRSS of the vertical force (considering the full yield capacity) from the story under consideration and the remaining (not yielding) stories above it. Eq. (3b) is for the case when the column under consideration has less than N SYS;Top stories above it (i.e., for columns that fall within the span of the overlap). The axial force demand in the column in this case is due to the vertical force from the simultaneously yielding stories, including the story under consideration and the remaining stories above it
Axial Force Demand due to Simultaneous Yielding Caused by Constructive Overlapping at the Base Similarly, to consider the possibility that maximum demand in story j may occur after the passage of the reflected wave, the vertical force transferred to the column by the braces in the N SYS;Base stories at the base of the building (i.e., the stories within the overlap region) are summed up. The SRSS of the vertical force transferred from rest of the braces above that story are then added, considering their full yield capacity. Fig. 3(c) schematically illustrates the range of stories for each part of this procedure, while Eq. 4 provides the corresponding expression to calculate the axial force demand at the jth column, denoted by P Bottom;j , caused by the overlapping of the velocity waves at the base of the building. Eq. (4a) is for the case when the column under consideration has less than N SYS;Bottom stories below it (i.e. for columns that fall within the span of the overlap). The axial force demand in the column is due to the vertical force from the simultaneously yielding stories, including the story under consideration, and remaining N SYS;Bottom − j stories directly above it, and SRSS of the vertical force, considering the full yield capacity, from the remaining (not yielding) stories above the column under consideration. Eq. (4b) is for the case when the column under consideration has more than N SYS;Bottom stories below it. The axial force demand in the column is given by the SRSS of the vertical force (considering the full yield capacity) of the column under consideration and the remaining stories above it
Estimation Results Fig. 4 shows the axial force time history obtained from the OpenSees analyses at the columns of some of the selected stories in a shear-type BRB frame subjected to the 1994 Northridge (WPI046) earthquake record with condensed time scale. The figure also shows the estimated axial force demand obtained by considering simultaneous story yielding due to the incident wave (P Incident ), due to the overlapping of the waves at the top (P Top ), and due to the overlapping at the base (P Base ) of the building using the equations presented in the previous section. Comparisons of the actual axial force in the column versus the estimated values show that the estimation procedure gives a good estimate of the actual axial force demand. Note that the axial force demand due to the incident wave dominates. In order to compare the actual axial force demand in the column to the estimated values and to assess the adequacy of the estimation procedure more efficiently, Figs. 5 and 6 show the ratios of the estimated axial force due to the incident wave (P Incident ), overlap at the top (P Top ), and overlap at the base (P Base ), to the maximum axial force demand from OpenSees analysis (P Actual ) at different stories of the BRB frame for earthquakes with condensed and original time scale, respectively. The figures also show the average of P Estimated ∶P Actual values at different stories of the BRB. 
Condensed Time Scale
Plots of P Estimated ∶P Actual for a shear-type building subjected to earthquakes with condensed time scale, in Fig. 5 , show that the axial force demand obtained using the incident wave typically dominates. The estimated axial force closely matched the actual axial demand for almost half of the earthquakes, namely WPI046, LCN275, B-PTS225, YPT060, HAD255, CYC285, and I-ELC180. For three earthquakes, RO3090, GGP100, and ORR021, the estimation procedure underestimated values at the lower stories. For rest of the earthquakes, mainly nonpulse type earthquakes, the estimation procedure gave significantly overestimated values. The average P Estimated ∶P Actual for the shear-type BRB frame for all 18 earthquakes was 1.12. In other words, on average, the column axial force obtained from the estimation procedure was 12% more than the actual values. In the upper few stories, the procedure gave slightly underestimated values. This was due to the strain hardening in the upper stories that yield significantly due to the constructive overlapping of the waves. This effect has not been taken into account in the estimation procedure; therefore, it may explain the discrepancy between the two results.
Original Time Scale
In the case of original earthquake records (Fig. 6) , most of the earthquake records had 0.5t d ∶t H value much greater than 1; thus, the first part of the main pulse covers the entire building height and simultaneous yielding occurs over all the stories. The axial force demand estimated considering the incident wave alone, overlapping at the top, and overlapping at the base, in most of the cases, were found to yield the same results. Overall, the estimation procedure slightly underestimated the axial force demands. This is due to the strain hardening of the yielded braces in the actual model, which is not considered in the estimation procedure. Even though the strain hardening provided was negligible, the small increment in axial forces beyond yield capacity occurring at simultaneously yielding stories added up and created the discrepancy noted. Overall, the estimated axial force demand was 4.7% less than the actual axial force demands.
Parametric Study
The analysis of the BRB frames performed so far considered that columns provided a lateral story stiffness of 0.25 times that of braces, while elastic-ideal-plastic material properties were considered for the braces. In order to understand how the results (in terms of story yield pattern, actual and estimated number of simultaneously yielding stories, and actual and estimated axial force demands in the columns) would change for BRB frames having a k col ∶k br ratio other than 0.25, or how they would change when braces having strain hardening instead of elastic-ideal-plastic material behavior were used, sensitivity analyses were performed by varying these two parameters. For this purpose, k col ∶k br ratios ranging from 0.01 to 1 and strain hardening ratios varying from 1 to 12.5% were considered. For the sake of expediency, only three of the eighteen earthquake ground motions were usednamely 1994 Northridge, Newhall-W.Pico Canyon Rd. (WPI046); 1999 Kocaili, Yarimca (YPT060); and 1952 Kern County, LA Hollywood Stor FF (HOL090)-to represent earthquakes belonging to Categories A, B, and C, respectively, with both original and condensed time scale.
Effects of Column Stiffness
To study the effects of column stiffness on the response of sheartype BRB frames and on the results obtained from the estimation procedure, k col ∶k br values of 0.01, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0 were considered. The same shear-type BRB frames described in the previous section "Structural System" have been used, but with different column stiffness. Fig. 7 shows the story yielding pattern and number of simultaneously yielding stories obtained from OpenSees analysis results and from the estimation procedure for the three earthquakes representing the three categories of earthquakes. Due to space limitations, results for only four values of stiffness ratios are shown, k col ∶k br values of 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, and 1.0 (see Shrestha and Bruneau (2016) for results for all k col ∶k br values). The t C and t D curves estimated well the beginning and end of story yielding due to the first part of the main pulse in the case of the 1994 Northridge, Newhall-W.Pico Canyon Rd. (WPI046) earthquake and the 1999 Kocaili, Yarimca (YPT060) earthquake [Figs. 7(a and b) , respectively], which represent the first two categories of earthquakes. The estimated maximum number of simultaneously yielding stories was found to be close to the actual values obtained from the OpenSees analysis. Thus, the axial force demand estimated using the idealized main pulse was close to the actual demand indicated by P Estimated ∶P Actual values close to 1.0 at most of the stories, as shown in Fig. 8 , which presents the results for the axial force demands. The axial force demand estimated using the incident wave dominated.
Condensed Time Scale
As explained previously, for the 1952 Kern County, LA Hollywood Stor FF (HOL090) record-which represents the third category of earthquakes [ Fig. 7(c) ]-there is interference in the response of the individual pulses due to the closely spaced high frequency pulses in the velocity record. The story yielding due to the incident wave of the main pulse did not occur as predicted by the t C and t D curves at many stories. The estimation procedure was found to provide conservative results when estimating the N SYS values and when estimating the axial force demand as indicated by the P Estimated ∶P Actual values. However, with increases in the k col ∶k br value, actual and estimated story yielding matched more closely; hence, the estimated axial force demands in the columns were found to be closer to the actual values.
As stiffness increases, the wave velocity increases; thus, as k col ∶k br increases, the velocity wave reaches the top earlier, as marked by the beginning of yielding at the top story and the increase in the slope of the yield pattern. Also, with increases in wave velocity, the time required for the wave to pass through the building height t H decreases and the 0.5t d ∶t H ratio increases. Therefore, with increases in k col ∶k br ratio, the number of simultaneously yielding stories increases.
Original Time Scale Fig. 9 shows the story yield pattern along with the N SYS values while Fig. 10 shows the P Estimated ∶P Actual for the BRB frames with different k col ∶k br values, again subjected to the aforementioned three earthquakes, but this time with original time scale. Due to the large duration of the velocity pulse of the earthquake record, estimated and actual simultaneous yielding occured over all stories of the building for all the k col ∶k br values considered, except for the third earthquake with lower k col ∶k br ratios. For the first two earthquakes, the number of times the story yielding occurred increased with increase in column stiffness. However, variation in column stiffness did not seem to cause any other significant difference in estimating the number of simultaneously yielding stories and in the axial force demand in columns, because the earthquakes involved long-duration pulses and simultaneously yielded all the stories. The estimated axial force demand due to the simultaneous story yielding caused by the incident wave, overlapping at the top, and overlapping at the base yield the same results except for the 1952 Kern County, LA Hollywood Stor FF (HOL090) earthquake record. At the upper stories, the estimation procedure underestimated the axial force demands, due to the strain hardening effect that was not considered in the estimation procedure, as explained previously.
Effects of Strain Hardening Ratio
To investigate the application of the estimation procedures for finding the number of simultaneously yielding stories and axial force demand in columns for structures with strain hardening, OpenSees analyses of shear-type BRB frames with braces having a strain hardening ratio r with values of 1.0, 2.5, 5.0, 7.5, 10, and 12.5% were conducted. The same shear-type BRB frame described in the section "Structural System" was used; only the strain hardening ratio was changed.
Condensed Time Scale Fig. 11 shows the story yield pattern, t C and t D curves, and the number of simultaneously yielding stories for the three earthquake cases with condensed time scale. Due to space limitations, only the results for the strain hardening ratios of 1.0, 2.5, 7.5, and 12.5% are shown [see Shrestha and Bruneau (2016) for results for all the strain hardening ratios]. For the first two earthquakes, the procedure for estimating the number of simultaneously yielding stories using the idealized main pulse of the velocity record of an earthquake proposed in this research worked well, as can be seen by comparing the yield duration predicted by the t C and t D curves against the actual yielding from OpenSees analysis results, and also by comparing estimated and actual N SYS . For the third earthquake, some of the stories did not yield as predicted by the t C and t D curves; thus, the estimated N SYS due to the incident wave of the main pulse does not match the actual value. Fig. 12 shows P Estimated ∶P Actual values at different stories for different strain hardening ratios and earthquake excitations with condensed time scale. As strain hardening ratio increases, P Estimated ∶P Actual values decrease. This is logical, because the estimation procedure does not consider strain hardening (i.e., the estimated axial force remains the same for all strain hardening cases considered, whereas the actual axial force increases with increases in strain hardening). Thus, the proposed procedure for finding the axial force demand in columns underestimates the force that develops in the frame when strain hardening braces are considered. One exception is the third earthquake case, for which the estimation procedure is found to provide quite conservative results for all the strain hardening ratios considered.
Original Time Scale
For large duration pulses, the increase in strain hardening ratio does not create much difference in the estimation of N SYS values (Fig. 13) , since yielding occurs, regardless of strain hardening ratio, over all of the building stories. However, while finding axial force demand, as strain hardening increases, P Estimated ∶P Actual values decrease (Fig. 14) ; this is due to the fact that strain hardening is not considered in calculating the value of P Estimated (which remains the same, regardless of strain hardening) whereas the P Actual value increases with increases in strain hardening, as explained previously. Strain Hardening over the Building Height
Condensed Time Scale
To check the extent of strain hardening attained by the braces over the height of the building, the ratio of the axial force of a brace P to its yield capacity P y over the height of the building at different times is shown in Fig. 15 for a shear-type BRB frame with r ¼ 5% (which corresponds approximately to the average value of strain hardening ratios in BRBs) subjected to the three earthquakes considered, with condensed time scale. For the first two earthquakes, the instants considered are when stories 1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 , and 35 reached their maximum strain-hardened strength as the incident wave traveled up the building. For the third earthquake, since not all the stories yielded, the P∶P y values are shown at arbitrarily chosen time intervals, starting at the time when the main pulse enters the building. The ratio of the maximum absolute axial force of the brace jPj max to its corresponding yield capacity P y is also shown in the figure. As the incident wave travels up the building, when a particular story reaches its maximum strain-hardened strength, other stories that yield have P∶P y values greater than 1, but they do not touch the jPj max ∶P y curve. For example, for the 1994 Northridge, Newhall-W. Pico Canyon Rd. (WPI046) earthquake, when the brace axial force at story 15 reaches its maximum value at 1.84 s, stories 15-34 yield simultaneously, as can be seen from the closer view of the story yielding pattern shown in Fig. 16 (which also shows the story yield patterns for the other two earthquakes). Accordingly, those stories have P∶P y values greater than 1. However, the results touch the jPj max ∶P y curve only at story 15. While story yielding occurs once the value of the Δu∶t h wave exceeds the v y value at that story, maximum strain-hardened strength occurs at peak displacement (i.e., peak ductility) due to the peak of the wave. Note that Δu∶t h is the ratio of the interstory drift Δu to the time t h taken by the wave to travel through a story with height h. The value of Δu∶t h at a story will be equal to the value of the summation of the negative of the forward moving velocity wave and the backward moving velocity wave (i.e., −v f þ v b ). A curve joining the Δu∶t h value at all stories of the building at a given time will be referred to as the Δu∶t h wave Bruneau 2016, 2017b) . Thus, as the peak of the Δu∶t h wave propagates up the building height, the maximum strain-hardened strength at the stories occurs. The axial force time history shown in Fig. 17(a) , together with a closer view of the forces around the time that the incident wave moves up the building shown in Fig. 17(b) , indicate that the stories attain their maximum strength values serially as the wave propagate along the building height. This is an important observation, because some design specifications currently require that the maximum probable strength at each story over the height of the structure (i.e., the fully strain-hardened value) be used in performing capacity design of columns. The figure shows the axial force time history of the braces at different stories.
Similar observations can be made from the P∶P y profile for the second earthquake record. For the third earthquake record, which is a nonpulse-type earthquake, the story yielding due to the main pulse could not be predicted as systematically as for the first two earthquakes because of the interference from the preceding pulses in the velocity record (see Fig. 16 ). The P∶P y values are more than one and are close to the jPj max ∶P y curve at few stories (Fig. 15) . Fig. 18 shows the variation of force reduction factor R, ductility μ, and jPj max ∶P y over the height of the BRB frame with r ¼ 1, 5, and 10% subjected to the three earthquakes with condensed time scale. The shape of the R, μ, and jPj max ∶P y profiles Fig. 15 . Strain hardened axial force at the brace, normalized by its yield strength, at different times over the height of a shear-type BRB frame with r ¼ 5% subjected to earthquakes with condensed time scale.
were found to be similar. In an ideal case, if the value of R and μ were constant over the height of the building, the resulting jPj max ∶P y would also be same over the stories. When a particular story reached its maximum P∶P y value, the topmost story within the band of simultaneously yielding stories would just be starting to yield. If P∶P y was (conservatively) assumed to be linear between these two stories, the average jPj max ∶P y over the simultaneously yielding stories would be equal to half of the maximum strain hardening value. On the basis of this ideal scenario and observations made for the BRB frame and the earthquakes considered in the study, when determining the maximum axial force to consider in the design of columns, the consideration that the maximum strain-hardened strength has been developed in all the stories above the particular story whose axial force demand is being estimated could be overconservative.
Original Time Scale
When earthquakes with original time scale are considered, due to the long duration of the main pulse of the earthquakes, the maximum axial force in the braces is not necessarily due to the incident wave; it could be due to the constructive overlaps of the velocity waves, as seen in the axial force time history shown in Fig. 19 for the BRB frame with r ¼ 5% subjected to the 1994 Northridge Earthquake record (WPI046). The beginning, peak, and end of the first half of the main pulse of the record entered the building at 3.72, 4.86, and 5.18 s, respectively, and reached the top of the building at 4.14, 5.28, and 5.6 s, respectively. However, the axial force at the stories reached peak values after 5.55 s. Fig. 20 shows the P∶P y values at different stories of a shear-type BRB frame with r ¼ 5% subjected to the three earthquakes with original time scale. The figure shows P∶P y profiles at different instants, after the brace in the first story reached maximum axial force. For the three earthquakes considered, P∶P y is more than 1 and close to jPj max ∶P y at almost all the stories for at least three 
(c) Fig. 18 . Variation of force reduction factor R, ductility μ, and maximum absolute strain hardened axial force of the brace jPj max normalized by its yield strength P y over the height of a shear-type BRB frame with r ¼ 1, 5, and 10% subjected to (a) 1994 Northridge, Newhall-W.Pico Canyon Rd. Fig. 20 . Strain hardened axial force at the brace P normalized by its yield strength P y at different times, over the height of a shear-type BRB frame with r ¼ 5% subjected to earthquakes with original time scale.
of the specific times plotted. Therefore, in cases of earthquake records with large pulse duration (0.5t d ∶t H > 1), the conservative approach of considering the maximum value of strain-hardened strength over all of the stories undergoing simultaneous yielding may be more appropriate.
Conclusion
A previously developed method to estimate the number of simultaneously yielding stories in a shear-type building subjected to an earthquake excitation was used to formulate a procedure for estimating the axial force demands in columns of such frames. In this procedure, axial force demand is estimated by summing the vertical force transferred by the N SYS simultaneously yielding stories with the SRSS of the rest of the vertical component of the braces' yield strengths above the story under consideration. A parametric study was also conducted to verify the adequacy of the procedure and the sensitivity of the results for different values of column-to-brace stiffness ratio k col ∶k br and strain hardening ratio r. The main observations and findings of the study are as follows: 1. The procedure for estimating the axial force demand in columns gave values close to the actual values for most of the stories, especially for earthquakes with more noticeable velocity pulses.
Since the estimation procedure does not consider strain hardening, it slightly underestimated the axial force demands for original earthquakes (not condensed time scale) and at the upper stories for earthquakes with condensed time scale. 2. A parametric study considering values of column-to-brace stiffness ratio ranging from 0.01 to 1.0 and strain hardening ratio ranging from 1.0 to 12.5% showed that the estimation procedure still worked effectively for these cases. With increases in the column-to-brace stiffness ratio, the N SYS value was found to increase; this effect was prominent in case of earthquakes with condensed time scale. Also, with increases in strain hardening, there was an increase in the discrepancy between the estimated and the actual axial force demand. 3. The simultaneously yielding stories do not reach their maximum strain-hardened strength at the same time. For the frames and the earthquakes considered in this study, the consideration that the maximum strain-hardened strength has been developed at all the stories above the story whose axial force demand is being estimated would yield overconservative values for earthquakes with short duration main pulse. However, for earthquakes with long-duration main pulse, the strain-hardened strengths over the height of the frames analyzed were close to the maximum values at many stories; therefore, in such cases, consideration of maximum strain-hardened strength over all the stories above the story whose axial force demand was being estimated would be appropriate.
